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Preface
This volume follows the first in that it attempts to draw together the threads
which constitute the theme of the limits of discourse, and to examine its development in late antiquity.
As the transcendent emerged from the Platonist and Neopythagorean tradition, it encountered the monotheistic God of the Jews. The resulting synthesis dominates the Christian approach to discourse, and the Platonist follows its own lines.
Of the two, the Greek Platonists give the more thorough account of the
negative way. The use of the negative to explore the transcendent properly
belongs to Greek Neoplatonism: in Christianity it is never fully developed,
and functions more as a modifier of discourse in its over-confident phase.
These differences tend to dissolve, however, with the later Arian thinkers,
and of course with the most crucial writer of all, Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, with whom the most complete synthesis of the Greek and Christian
negative way occurs.
This book is dedicated to Monsieur Jean ??@in. Over fifteen years of association with him has taught me an enormous amount, and I gratefully acknowledge this. I also thank my friend Michel Tardieu for many vigorous
discussions; I have learnt much from him. T o Joan Elder, who with unfailing
courtesy and good humour typed this manuscript, go my sincere thanks also.

Macquarie University

1.The Middle Platonists, The Mathematicians, and The Gnostics
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The question of the limits of discourse, 13; negative theology and
anthropomorphism, 14; the disappearance of the via negativa
from scholarly interest, 15; the Festugihre view on the continuity
of mystical philosophy, 16; the Middle Platonists, 17; the terms
of negative theology, 18; the role of the Mathematicians in its development, 20; Origen on this point, 24; the Gnostics and their
interest in incommunicability (the Tripartite Tractate, Marcus
and Basilides), 25; the Gnostics and the Neoplatonists on language, 27.

11. The First Christian negative theology: Justin and Clement

33

Justin, transcendence and the inefficacy of names, 34; Ps. Justin,
Exhortation to the Greeks on names and multiplicity in language,
35; Clement on language and silence, 36; Clement's view of discourse, 38; language as concealment, 39; the Gnostic understands
language, perceiving its secret significance, 40; the via negativa,
42; abstraction and the unities of PlatoJs Parmenides, 43.

111. Plotinus and abstraction
The ineffable One, 46; abstraction and negative descriptions, 47;
imaginative negation, 49; time and eternity, 50; aphaivesis in Plotinus, 52; self-developing accretions, 55; abstraction and privation,
57; the desire of thought, 59; the procedure of intelligence, 60.

W . Origen: Christian mysticism without the via negativa
The silence of Zacharias, 63; silence, speech and concealment, 64;
God, language, and being, 65; knowing God, 68; the via negativa,
78; Brigenysmystical theology, 84.

V. The logic of negation; between Plotinus and Proclus
The Neoplatonist tradition, 86; Syrianus on privation, 87; Syrianus on negation and privation, 88; Syrianus on the ccrniraculous
power of being", 89; Syrianus on negation and the byperousios,
90; Dexippus on negation/affirmation, 91; Dexippus on the revelation of essence through negation, 92; Alexander on negation,
94; concluding synthesis, 95.
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W. Proclus and positive negation

97

Desire for the One, 97; the theological Parmenides, 98; Proclus
on names, 99; geometry and Euclid as the background for the via
negativa, 103; privation, 106; the positive value of negation, 107;
negation and privation, 108; being and negation, 109; Proclus
and Hegel, 110; hypernegation, 110; negation as a test of conditional statements, 113; negation the "mother of affirmation", 114;
the negation of negation and ultimate silence, 116; Beierwaltes'
interpretation, 117; language rejected, 118.

WI. Damascius and Hyperignorance
Damascius a new stage at the end of Greek philosophy, 119; the
desire to know, 119; names, 120; an attack on negation and analogy, 121; does Damascius represent the anti-negation school implied by Proclus ? 121; language as mere gesticulation, 122; hyperignorance, 122; that which is beyond the One, 123; unknowability and ignorance, 124; language reveals subjective states only,
125; language as "stepping into a hole", 127.

WII. Arian negative theology: Aetius and Eunomius
Aetius and the temporalists, 128; thesis 4 and incomparability,
129; theses 12, 16 and ingeneracy, 130; privation and negation,
131; theses 20, 24, 132; Aetius on names, 133; Eunomius and ingeneracy, 134; Eunomius, negation and privation, 137; Gregory's
critique on privation, 141; Daniklou on Eunomius, 146; Eunomius and Gregory on names and being, 147; the meaning of 6nivcsta, 151; Eunomius and Gregory on analogy, 153; names as beings, 154; ingeneracy and negative theology, 157.

IX. Basil and Letter 38: the negative theology of the amateur
The Aristotelianism of Letter, 3 8, 161; divine incomprehensibility, 162; Basil on ingeneracy and epinoia, 165; Basil's negative theology, 167.

X. Gregory of Nyssa and Eunomius: theology versus philosophy
The deity and time, 172; speech and time, 173; hope and Eunomius' backward-looking piety, 176; negation, 177; names and beings, 180; analogy, 183; does language pre-exist- man? 184; language and reality, 187; privation and abstraction, 188; Gregory
and the via negativa, 19I.
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XI. Augustine: the importance of meaning and the unimportance of
the negative method.

192

The experience at Bstia, 192; mysticism, 193; desire for knowledge, 194; semantic desire, 196; discourse as linear, 199; signs
and authorial guarantees of meaning, 205; the via negativa, 210;
Lossky's view, 21 1; purity of heart stressed, rather than purity of
mind, 2 12; Ambrose's negatives, 2 12; vision and anthropornorphism, 2 12; language and the Trinity, 215; the via negativa a preparatory discipline, 215; Augustine at his most agnostic on the value of language, 217.

XII. Pseudo-Dionysius: a positive view of language and the via negativa.

22 1

The identity of the Areopagite, 221; his importance, 222; the importance of names, 223; names as beings, 224; analogy, 226; the
ontic basis of names, 228; the via negativa, 229; aphairesis, 231;
steresis (privation), 233; use of contradiction, 237; his reversal of
the image of light, 238 ff.
Conclusion
The invention of reason, and scepticism about it, 242; the hypostatization of reason, 243; word as mask, 244; the desire for
knowledge, 246; names and nature, 247; Augustine and the vindication of language, 247; the via negativa, 248; silence and the via
negativa, 25 1.
Appendix I
The meaning of privation: a reply to J.C.M. van Winden, 255.
Appendix 11
The modern via negativa: Susan Sontag, 264; Jacques Derrida,
268; theology and the via negativa, 274.
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